
Desmeules 

Day One

Listening Circles

Gayle Desmeules

Gayle Desmeules, Metis, earned a Master of Arts in Leadership and Training from Royal Roads 
University, holds a Q. Med, and is a member of ADR Institute of Alberta and Canada. 
Background working in community development and capacity building in social-justice-human 
services aimed at building safer, more connected communities (violence prevention and 
intervention).  Founder and CEO of True Dialogue Inc., which provides customized training, 
facilitation, mediation, and consulting services in restorative resolution services.  She's a roster 
mediator for Alberta Justice and Solicitor General Family Mediation Program and the 
Edmonton Police Service to resolve public complaints.  

An instructor for the International Institute for Restorative Practices (IIRP)) delivering 
online Introduction to Restorative Practices for Educators across North America and 
instructor for Alberta Restorative Justice Association, introductory course on Restorative 
Justice in Criminal Matters. 

In her effort to support child and family services reform, her research was published by the 
Centre of Excellence for Child Welfare, Putting a human face on child welfare: Voices from the 
Prairies (2007)), Chapter 8, "A Sacred Family Circle: Family Group Conferencing, p. 
161."” and delivers customized training in family group conferencing, peacemaking 
facilitation, a traditional circle process embedded within social work practice for the safety 
and well-being of at-risk children and youth.  Gayle currently serves as the Chair for Elia 
International Ltd, a Signs of Safety approach focused on the whole-system transformation of 
Child Welfare Systems.  

Gord Friesen 

A career Police Officer with over 35 years of experience in progressive leadership roles within 
the Winnipeg Police Service (WPS), Gord has spent the last years of his policing career in 
charge of the WPS Community Support Division, overseeing Diversity Relations, Indigenous 
Partnerships, School Engagement and the Auxiliary Cadet Section. He is an advocate for the 
expansion of restorative justice approaches, based in principles of Indigenous-based 
alternatives to conflict, and crime prevention through social development. Since retiring Gord 
volunteers his time not only the Restorative Justice Association of Manitoba but also a local 
community bicycle shop, the Winnipeg Folk Festival among other organizations.  

work to have been life-changing.  

Judge Carrière is proudly Red River Métis on both sides of her family, and lives, works and plays 
on Treaty 1 territory with her husband and three children. 

Adrianne Breyfogle 

Adrianne Breyfogle is a Project Coordinator with Immigration Partnership Winnipeg. She is 
currently overseeing the finalization of the Indigenous Orientation Toolkit and IPW’S work with 
regards to Indigenous and newcomer engagement. Adrianne came to IPW after many years in 
theatre management. The skills she has acquired during her years planning, coordinating, and 
running theatre events benefits the area of project coordinating greatly. In addition to her 
project coordinating skills, Adrianne prides herself in her ability to build relationships and 
connect with others. She has worked with people from all different communities, abilities, lived 
experiences, and challenges during her time in theatre management. Adrianne, who is neuro-
divergent herself, has a passion for mental health advocacy and learning, with a Bachelor of Arts 
in Psychology and Indigenous Studies from the University of Manitoba. Adrianne is Indigenous 
and attended classes as a child led by Elders that taught Indigenous history, spirituality, arts, and 
culture. This early learning sparked a life long interest and respect for her roots.

https://cwrp.ca/sites/default/files/publications/prairiebook/Putting_a_Human_Face_on_Child_Welfare.pdf
www.iirp.edu
www.truedialogue.ca
www.arja.ca
www.elia.ngo


1:00 Immigration Partnership Winnipeg - Indigenous Orientation Toolkit

Judge Suzanne Carrière

Canada’s first Métis citizenship judge Suzanne Carrière has presided 1,500 citizenship 
ceremonies, personally welcoming over 90,000 newcomers into the Canadian family. She uses 
her platform unfailingly to speak about reconciliation being a shared responsibility of all 
Canadians, whether Indigenous or non-Indigenous, whether born here or elsewhere. In June 
2021, Judge Carrière was honoured to preside the very first citizenship ceremony in Canadian 
history using a revised oath of citizenship recognizing the rights of Indigenous Peoples, in 
response to the TRC’s Call to Action #94. Prior to her appointment as a citizenship judge, she 
practiced law for over 14 years, including 8 years with the federal Department of Justice in 
Aboriginal Legal Services. During that time, she represented Canada in more than 200 
hearings with Indian Residential School survivors as part of a dispute resolution process 
established to resolve claims of physical, sexual or emotional abuse suffered at the schools. 
She considers this work to have been life-changing.

Judge Carrière is proudly Red River Métis on both sides of her family, and lives, works and 
plays on Treaty 1 territory with her husband and three children.

Adrianne Breyfogle

Adrianne Breyfogle is a Project Coordinator with Immigration Partnership Winnipeg. She is 
currently overseeing the finalization of the Indigenous Orientation Toolkit and IPW’S work 
with regards to Indigenous and newcomer engagement. Adrianne came to IPW after many 
years in theatre management. The skills she has acquired during her years planning, 
coordinating, and running theatre events benefits the area of project coordinating greatly. In 
addition to her project coordinating skills, Adrianne prides herself in her ability to build 
relationships and connect with others. She has worked with people from all different 
communities, abilities, lived experiences, and challenges during her time in theatre 
management. 

Adrianne, who is neuro-divergent herself, has a passion for mental health advocacy and 
learning, with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology and Indigenous Studies from the University of 
Manitoba. Adrianne is Indigenous and attended classes as a child led by Elders that taught 
Indigenous history, spirituality, arts, and culture. This early learning sparked a life long 
interest and respect for her roots.



1:00 Canadian School Educators’ Perceptions of Online-Mediated Conflicts      
and Restorative Practices: Expanding the Scope of Cyberbullying Intervention 

Mohana Mukherjee

I am a Ph.D. Candidate in the department of sociology at the University of Calgary. My Ph.D. 
project focuses on the comparative perceptions about online harm facing youth among 
school educators (in-service and preservice) to help provide insights into how online 
mediated risks and harm (e.g., cyberbullying, non-consensual sexting) are being dealt with in 
schools. Additionally, I am interested in understanding how educators can restore the school 
atmosphere using therapeutic approaches such as the whole-school approach, reintegrative 
shaming and restorative practices to mitigate cyber-risk problems. This project will also help 
generate proactive knowledge between schools, students and parents about managing such 
risks facing youth in society. My academic career began with a Bachelor of Arts (B.A. Honors) 
in Sociology at Lady Brabourne College, University of Calcutta, India. I continued at the 
University of Calcutta to pursue a Master's degree in Sociology, specializing in crime and 
deviance and theories on punishment.

Research Interests: Youth and online harm, Restorative Justice and Restorative practices, 
Cyberbullying and bullying, Digital practices and education, Qualitative Research.

1:00 The Bastardization of Personhood: 
 Decolonizing Personhood through Restorative Justice

Antoine Gillett

Antoine Gillett is a graduate student at the Memorial University of Newfoundland and is 
pursuing a master’s degree in Philosophy. He holds a BA in Political Science and Philosophy. 
His research focuses on understanding the nature of personhood and the role this plays in 
social and political relations. Originally from Belize, Belize’s history as a former British colony 
and cultural complexity sparked his interest in social justice, decolonization theory, social 
and political philosophy and indigenous thought. This sparked his interest in restorative 
justice. For the last three years, Antoine has been involved with introducing restorative 
justice into the university community, where he served as a student team leader, guiding 
students in trying to find innovative ways in which we can integrate restorative processes 
into the university.



1:00 Justice Hoodistique: 
 A Restorative Justice Project By & For Black Communities

Cassandre Mafuta

A lawyer by training, Cassandre Mafuta worked for a year and a half as a defense lawyer. She 
then joined the Ministry of Immigration, Francisation and Integration to work on files relating 
to the systemic issues experienced by immigrants and/or racialized people in Quebec. In 
2018, she served as a Record Suspension Officer with the Parole Board of Canada. Concerned 
about the systemic barriers that Black people face in the criminal justice system, Cassandre 
joined the Hoodstock team in January 2022 as an officer for the Justice Hoodistique. Among 
other things, Justice Hoodistique’s mission is to reduce the overrepresentation of Black 
people in the criminal justice system while meeting their needs as best as possible. It is a 
restorative justice pilot project that aims to repair the harm caused to the victim but also to 
rebuild on the personal strengths of participants who have caused harm.

1:00 Finding Strength in the Circle

Jonathan Meikle

Founder and Executive team lead of Strength in the Circle INC, NHCN Community Health and 
Wellness worker, community activist and volunteer. Jonathan Meikle is committed 
to contributing to a healthier and safer community.

After six years of service in the military, Jonathan was diagnosed with Major 
Depressive Disorder in 2015. Due to lack of coping skills, he moved towards drugs, alcohol 
and violence in the community. Over the years, Jonathan had many interactions with the 
criminal justice system.

Jonathan’s acknowledges the support made available to him where others may not be 
so fortunate. This acknowledgment has become the driving force behind his work. Jonathan 
has since become a public speaker including a TEDx Winnipeg Talk titled ‘Acknowledge the 
Story Behind the Label.” He accredits much of his earlier healing to his 
volunteerism with Winnipeg’s Bear Clan Patrol, surrounding himself with positive people, 
taking positive action and engaging with the community in a positive way.

Jonathan has also received the Royal Canadian Humane Association Silver Medal of 
Bravery for intervening in a dangerous situation on a Winnipeg Transit System bus. He 
is also a graduate of the Red River College Community Development Program. Jonathan 
pursues a career in Social Innovation where he hopes to send positive ripples of change 
through the Indigenous Community in Canada.



1:00  Two-Eared Listening for Deeper Understanding-Restorative Justice 
  for this time in history

Dr. Dorothy Vaandering

Dr. Dorothy Vaandering, professor at the Faculty of Education, Memorial University, 
Newfoundland, and Labrador was a Primary-Elementary educator for 20 years. She draws on life 
experience, her teaching experience and her research experience to now explore the 
implementation and sustainability of restorative justice in education, designing and implementing 
innovative, transformative professional learning approaches. Understanding reconciliation as a 
settler-Canadian has become a priority in her work. She is the author and co-author of a variety of 
academic and professional publications including The Little Book of Restorative Justice in 
Education. She is the Director of Relationships First: Restorative Justice Consortium in NL.

Chief Mi'sel Joe

Chief Mi'sel Joe has been involved in First Nation Politics since 1973, first as a Councillor and then 
in 1982, he became Traditional Saqamaw and the Newfoundland District Chief for the Mi’kmaq 
Grand Council. He is currently serving his 15th consecutive two-year term in this position. Mi'sel 
Joe is also the spiritual leader of his people gaining recognition provincially, nationally, and 
internationally, particularly in the area of spiritual healing. He is a recognized author with 3 
published literary works. He has been awarded an Honorary Doctor of Laws, from Memorial 
University of Newfoundland & Labrador (2004), The Queen’s Jubilee medal (2012), and the Order 
of Canada (2018).

Dr. Sylvia Moore

Dr. Sylvia Moore is a mental health professional and associate professor at the School of Arctic 
and Subarctic Studies, Labrador Campus of Memorial University. Her Mi’kmaw family’s roots are 
in southwestern Nova Scotia but she lives and works on the traditional lands of the Innu and Inuit 
of Labrador. Sylvia’s community-based research is in the areas of Indigenous-led education and 
decolonizing/Indigenizing education at all levels. She contributed to the National Inquiry into 
Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls Truth-Gathering Process Part III Expert & 
Knowledge-Keeper Panel: Racism 2018.



2:45 When Punishing is Not Enough

Pauline Voisard

Pauline Voisard began her career in 1973 in the Mauricie region as a journalist in the print media 
and then as a television producer where she produced music videos, dramas, magazines and 
documentaries for Radio-Canada and Radio-Québec Trois-Rivières. After studying marketing, 
advertising and public relations, she worked for ten years as director of communications and co-
director of the marketing team at Théâtre Parminou. In 1997, she became producer at 
Vidéo Femmes, and then president of Productions VF. In 2012, she founded Productions 
Triangle inc. with Pierre Lapointe, and has produced over a hundred documentaries that have 
been widely broadcast and have won several awards. In parallel, she continues to direct 
documentaries of a social and cultural nature, which she broadcasts on television, at 
festivals and on alternative broadcasting networks.

2:45 Peacemaking is the New Justice

Chantell Barker

Anishinaabe Agowidiiwinan
First Nations in Treaty 2 Territory

Chantell Barker’s spirit name is Geetchi Nodin Ikwe (Strong Wind Woman) and is from the Deer 
Clan. Chantell is the Peacemaking Keeper with the First Nations in the Treaty 2 (FNT2T) 
Government. Her educational background is Restorative Justice (RJ) and Conflict Resolution. 
Chantell is a vocal advocate on social justice reform and presented at numerous conferences 
across Canada including speaking at the United Nations in New York on the overrepresentation of 
Indigenous people in the justice system. Chantell leads the FNT2T Peacemaking Bundle with the 
vision and mission of replacing the justice system in the Treaty 2 Territory with Peacemaking.



2:45 Immigration Partnership Winnipeg - Anti-Racism in Sport Campaign (ARISC)

Daria Jorquera Palmer 

Daria Jorquera Palmer has engaged in sport in multiple ways over the past 20 years, from an 
athlete on the Canadian National Fencing Team for 12 years, competing in over 25 countries, 
to transitioning to becoming the head coach of her fencing club and the assistant provincial 
fencing coach in Manitoba. She graduated with a degree in recreation management and 
community development from the University of Manitoba and is currently consulting for the 
Anti-Racism in Sport Campaign as well as the Canadian Fencing Federation on their Gender Equity 
Project. In her spare time, she volunteers on several boards, as the President of the Provincial 
Council of Women of Manitoba, Secretary of Trails Manitoba, and as the Chair of the University of 
Manitoba Faculty of Kinesiology and Recreation Management Advisory Board.  

Jessica Praznik 

Jessica Praznik has been working with immigrant and refugee communities for over ten years, in a 
variety of capacities from front line and administrative, to research and indirect. She previously 
was the Project Manager at Immigration Partnership Winnipeg, where she oversaw many of the 
organizations’ civic engagement, inclusion, employment and anti-racism projects including the 
Anti-Racism in Sport Campaign. Jessica continues to consult on the campaign. She holds a Master 
of Public Policy and Administration, from Toronto Metropolitan University, and Bachelor of Arts in 
Political Science, from the University of Winnipeg. Jessica loves a good joke, pretends she knows 
how to skateboard, and is a proud dog mom of a Huskie German Sheppard who has no manners. 

2:45 Complex Brains and Behaviour—What You Wish You Knew

Angela Taylor

Angela Taylor is the Founder and CEO of Inspire Community Outreach, a charity supporting 
families that include children with disabilities. Angela is a mental health and accessibility expert, 
specializing in complex neurology and behaviour with 23 years of experience supporting the 
community. She takes an eclectic therapeutic approach that includes attachment, cognitive 
behaviour therapy, positive psychology and CPS model (Collaborative & Proactive Solutions) 
supports. She is a first-voice, living with multiple neurodivergences, and is currently completing 
her PhD focusing on effective care of individuals who live with complex neurology and behaviour. 
She is the author of 3 books, including Forever on Fire, A Love Letter to Never Fitting In, and 
supports multiple clinical teams throughout Canada.



2:45 Beyond Justice: What’s in a Name?

Norm Desjardins

Norm Desjardins is a retired researcher, focus group moderator, facilitator and interviewer. He 
currently serves as co-chair of the Canadian Restorative Justice Consortium and volunteers with 
Community Mediation Ottawa. Norm is a graduate of the Third Party Neutral program with the 
Canadian Institute for Conflict Resolution. He has an M.A. in Conflict Studies and has recently 
commenced a Graduate Diploma in Social Organization Development, both with St. Paul’s 
University (Ottawa).



Day Two

9:45 Keynote Panel

Honourable Justice Anna Loparco – Judge of the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta

Justice Loparco holds a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University of Alberta (1995) 
and an MBA from McGill University (2003). She has both a common law and civil law degree 
from McGill University (2002). She articled at FMC LLP in Montreal and Edmonton where she 
became a partner and practiced law for 15 years (now Dentons LLP).

As a civil litigator, she practiced in a broad range of areas of law including intellectual 
property, constitutional, education, administrative, professional liability, corporate 
commercial, insurance, and privacy. She has appeared before every level of court and 
authored various publications, including on the topics of the role of expert witnesses and the 
role of child’s counsel. Justice Loparco has represented numerous children as well as 
individuals with mental illnesses in protection proceedings, child and sexual abuse claims.

 Justice Loparco has been involved in the community as past Chair of the Mediation 
and Restorative Justice Centre as well as with numerous other organizations 
including Association des juristes d’expression française de l’Alberta, Heart and Stroke 
Foundation, Stollery Children’s Hospital Foundation, University of Alberta Hospital 
Foundation, University of Alberta Centre for Constitutional Studies, Alberta Trial Lawyers’ 
Legal Women’s forum, president of the CBA intellecutal property committee, and the CBA 
Anti-counterfeiting and Trade Offences Committee. She regularly volunteered as Pro Bono 
Alberta duty counsel and amicus counsel.

She was appointed as a judge of the Court of Queen's Bench in 2019 and sits in both official 
languages in all areas of law. She is involved in several initiatives including as co-chair of a 
restorative justice project and as Chair of the French and Interpreters Steering Committee.

The Hon. Judge Michelle Christopher QC

The Hon. Judge Michelle Christopher QC, is a Judge of the Alberta Provincial Court and the 
first woman to be appointed to the bench in her judicial district.

A life-long volunteer and community advocate, Judge Christopher is the 2016 recipient of the 
Canadian Bar Association/Law Society of Alberta Distinguished Service Award and received 
the honour of being appointed Queen’s Counsel in 2018.



Prior to her appointment, Judge Christopher practiced family and criminal law with a focus on 
pro bono legal service and was an Associate Professor at the University of Calgary Faculty of 
Law where she also served as the Executive Director of Student Legal Assistance and faculty 
liaison for Pro Bono Students Canada. Judge Christopher continues to volunteer for the 
faculty,as a guest lecturer in a number of courses and as a judge for the faculty’s mooting and 
trial advocacy programs. She remains dedicated to both judicial education and access to 
justice.

In terms of judicial education, Judge Christopher is a director of the Alberta Provincial Judges’ 
Association and the Chair of its’ Education Committee, which is responsible for coordinating 
judicial education initiatives and conferences for Alberta Provincial Court judges. She also 
serves on the Provincial Court’s internal education committee and is committed to 
developing and promoting judicial education opportunities for newly appointed judges. She is 
co-editor of the Canadian Association of Provincial Court Judges’ Journal, published twice-
yearly and a member of the CAPCJ Education and Access to Justice Committees.

Judge Christopher is also committed to the development of specialized courts and court 
processes which improve access to justice, including work towards the development of the 
Calgary Indigenous Court and Drug Treatment Courts in southern Alberta. Judge Christopher 
is also Harvard-trained mediator and prior to becoming a Judge, served as a court-appointed 
Dispute Resolution Officer and mediator in family and civil matters in the Alberta courts for 
nearly two decades. She has extensive board and community involvement, including 
executive training in non-profit governance with the McCourt School of Public Policy at 
Georgetown University and through this lens, remains committed to finding ways to improve 
access to justice.

Amongst other efforts in the last few years, Judge Christopher has devoted a significant 
amount of time to restorative justice in Alberta as Co-chair of the Beverly Browne – Wîyasôw 
Iskweêw – Restorative Justice Committee, which has resulted in establishment of a province-
wide restorative justice referral process for the resolution of criminal matters in both 
Provincial Court and the Court of King’s Bench.

In her spare time, she enjoys reading, walking her dog and contemplating the resumption of 
international travel.



11:00  When Punishing is Not Enough (encore)

Pauline Voisard

Pauline Voisard began her career in 1973 in the Mauricie region as a journalist in the print 
media and then as a television producer where she produced music videos, dramas, magazines 
and documentaries for Radio-Canada and Radio-Québec Trois-Rivières. After studying 
marketing, advertising and public relations, she worked for ten years as director of 
communications and co-director of the marketing team at Théâtre Parminou. In 1997, she 
became producer at Vidéo Femmes, and then president of Productions VF. In 2012, she 
founded Productions Triangle inc. with Pierre Lapointe, and has produced over a hundred 
documentaries that have been widely broadcast and have won several awards. In parallel, she 
continues to direct documentaries of a social and cultural nature, which she broadcasts on 
television, at festivals and on alternative broadcasting networks.

11:00 Walls-to-Bridges: Lending Meaning to Words

Chanelle Lajoie

Chanelle Lajoie is a Queer Red River Métis Futurist and guest on Tiohti:áke Territory studying at 
McGill Law. Their ties to community are best witnessed in recent projects Métis Femme Bodies 
(2019) and Lavender Menace (2020). Chanelle has participated in MAWA’s Foundation 
Mentorship Program (2020-21) which prepared them for moving-image projects: Grand Mother 
Tongue, with Toronto Queer Film Festival’s DIY Lab Mentorship Program (2020-21) and Bison 
Hunt with Imagine NATIVE’s Doc Salon Fellowship as part of the European Film Market (2021). 
They have attended Harbour Collective’s Meech Lake Residency (2021) and AI NFT Residency 
(2022).They have presented on The Digital Divide at the International Lesbian and Gay Alliance 
World Conference (2022), If Not Here Then Where for Toronto Queer Film Festival’s Queer 
Futurism Symposium (2022), and paneled The Prison is Always Spreading (2021).

Kevin Walby

Kevin Walby is Associate Professor of Criminal Justice, University of Winnipeg. He is co-author 
of Police Funding, Dark Money, and the Greedy Institution (Routledge, 2022). He is co-editor of 
Disarm, Defund, Dismantle: Police Abolition in Canada (BTL Press, 2022) and Changing of the 
Guards: Private Influences, Privatization, and Criminal Justice in Canada (UBC Press, 2022). He is 
the Director of the Centre for Access to Information and Justice (CAIJ). He is co-editor of the 
Journal of Prisoners on Prisons.



Dee R.

My spirit name is high flying eagle, from the wolf clan. Colonial name is Daniel Richard I was 
born and raised in the north end of Winnipeg on Treaty 1 land. My culture is important to me as 
well as making a difference for my people who are our here struggling, especially the women 
and children who have it worse then men do. My family is the most important thing in my life 
because without them I wouldn't have the sense of purpose, support, or drive to be a real 
ogichita for our people. 

My past involves crime and violence yet, I won't be defined by the bad choices I made early in 
my life, I look forward to showing the world that despite being under colonial oppression 
that we will not be destroyed by the systems set in place to break us. My name is Sam. Born 
and raised in the north end of Winnipeg, MB. For the past 4 years I have been dedicated to 
working within the inner-city, providing supports and outreach to our community 
members. Something that is important to me is taking life day by day. Reminding myself to 
be more present and being grateful for the people and opportunities I surround myself with. Roy 
Scott is from Cross Lake First Nation.

11:00 Newcomers Using Restorative Justice for Better Integration and
    Settlement

Victor Kaicombey

Victor Kaicombey is currently practicing an independent consulting career in cross-cultural 
mediation services, peacemaking, Human Rights and Justices Services with a focus on 
restorative Justice, thus an advocate for restorative Justice in Newcomers community in Canada. 
Victor is the Founder & Strategic Advisor of WE YONE PALAVER HUT PROJECT INC. Prior to this 
time, victor has sat on several boards that promote RJ in Canada, including but not limited to 
Canadian Restorative Justice Consortium and Restorative Justice Association of Manitoba – 
RJAM. 

Victor has wealth of experiences in international peacekeeping missions overseas and 
recently concluded his mission from South Sudan with a focus on Unarmed Civilian Protection - 
UCP methodology where he served as an International Protection Officer and Team Leader 
during his Mission. Victor have person for conflict resolution, peacemaking and Human Rights as 
a result of his direct experiences as a survivor of civil war.



Simeon Ganda

Simeon Ganda is a third-year student at the University of Winnipeg, pursuing a BA in 
Conflict Resolution Studies (CRS) and International Development Studies. Simeon is a 
community Development worker and a mediator at Palaver Hut Cross Cultural 
Restorative Resolution program. He is also managing a registered non-profit organization in 
West Africa as well as a family Mental Health Therapy office called Miracle S.IM Holistic and 
wellness Therapy Inc.

His hobbies are singing, listening to people and reading.

Peter Koroma

Peter Koroma is a community advocate who works with refugees and newcomers and 
has decades of experience in the civil service helping the underserved communities. He has 
also taken on a range of political roles in Winnipeg. He is originally from Sierra Leone and 
immigrated to Winnipeg, Canada in 1980, where he attended the University of Winnipeg 
Collegiate and graduated from the University of Manitoba before starting a family and a 
career in the civil service.

Peter holds a master’s in political studies and a B.A. in Economics from the University of 
Manitoba. In 2000, he founded the charitable organization, Sierra Leone Refugee Resettlement, 
Inc. which provides resettlement services and Summer Learning programs for newcomer 
children in Winnipeg. He is also a founding member of the Newcomer Youth Educational Support 
Services Coalition (NYESS), which continues to serve hundreds of newcomer youth in Winnipeg. 
Currently an Elder member of WE YONE PALAVER HUT PROJECT, INC. a community justice 
program in Manitoba. Peter Koroma is a retired civil servant and one of the elders in the Sierra 
Leone Community in Manitoba.

Francis Amara

Francis Amara was born in Sierra Leone and immigrated to Canada in 2001 as a result of the civil 
conflict. Francis has a BA in Psychology and native studies from the University of Manitoba. He is 
currently working as a Youth Care practitioner with seventeen years of experiences working with 
youths, Children, and families. Francis is also a Mediator and Case Worker with Palaver Hut. He 
has years of experiences in family dispute resolution through dialogue.



11:00 Exploring the growth and development of Restorative Justice in Alberta,
    Canada

Muhammad Asadullah

Muhammad Asadullah is an Assistant Professor at the University of Regina's Department of 
Justice Studies. Prior to joining U of R, he taught at Simon Fraser University, the University of the 
Fraser Valley, and Kwantlen Polytechnic University. He is the recipient of multiple awards and 
scholarships, including Neekaneewak Indigenous Leadership Awards, Contemplative Social 
Justice Scholar Award, ACJS Doctoral Fellowship Award. Liz Elliott Memorial Graduate 
Scholarship, President's PhD Scholarship, and Law Foundation Scholarship in Restorative Justice. 
Asadullah is deeply grateful to the Elders in Treaty-4 territory who guided him to walk on this 
land with humility and respect.

Denae Easton

Denae Easton is a recent graduate from the University of Regina. She graduated with a Bachelor 
of Arts Honours in Psychology, and completed her Honours thesis under the supervision of Dr. 
Richard MacLennan. Her thesis looked at the relationship between experiencing childhood abuse 
and becoming a victim of dating violence. She hopes to continue her academic career by 
pursuing graduate school in Clinical Psychology. Her research interests include childhood 
maltreatment, domestic violence, risk assessment and prevention, and offender rehabilitation. 
Most recently, she has been involved with research in the area of restorative justice and family 
violence under the supervision of Dr. Muhammad Asadullah.

11:00 Thinking of Our Bodies as a System of Experiences: Finding Leverage Points
 in the Mind-Body Connection to Show Up Differently in Our Relationships

Norah Wardell

Norah Wardell is a dancer and choreographer with an academic background in conflict and 
sexuality. Her approach to movement brings together Modern, Jazz, and Pole dance aesthetics 
with philosophies of harm reduction, embodiment, and systems thinking. Her work seeks to 
understand how our experiences of conflict and intimacy are held in the body. She explores on 
the foundation of three pillars:
          1.   Showing up with a beginner’s mind.
          2.   We possess wisdom in our bodies that gives us messages of hope.
          3.   We are all deserving of curious hearts, in which we ask ourselves meaningful questions

Norah is the founder of Dance and Heart, and can be found on instagram @eloradanceandheart



Kiki MacDonald

Kiki MacDonald is a creative facilitator, sex educator, and health promotion specialist who 
focuses on strengthening natural relationships in communities. Her understanding of 
embodiment has been learned through studies in decolonization and harm reduction, in which 
she deconstructs shame and blame, and builds self-worth through loving and peaceful 
connections with culture.

1:45 A Healing Haven: Creating Trauma-Informed Survivor-Centered Spaces  
     and Services

Cecilly Hildebrand

Cecilly Hildebrand (she/her) is the founding Executive Director of Candace House and resides in 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, on Treaty 1 territory. She has worked in the social services field for the past 
fifteen years in various roles, including as a Crisis Clinician and Mental Health First Aid instructor. 
She is also currently completing her Master of Social Work degree at the University of Manitoba, 
where she has focused her research on trauma and complicated grief. In her spare time, she loves 
to explore the outdoors and spend time with her family, friends, and two pups, Asher and Olive.

Taylor Kerelluke

Taylor Kerelluke (she/her) is the Director of Operations at Candace House. Taylor has a 
background in mental health policy and worked with the Government of Manitoba on their new 
Mental Health and Addictions Strategy. She also recently completed her Master of Arts in 
Counselling Psychology at Yorkville University. Every day she helps families to feel at home during 
their time at Candace House. Joining families in court, answering questions, preparing meals and 
snacks, and offering emotional support. In her free time, she enjoys knitting, hoarding candles, 
drinking pumpkin spiced lattes, and spending time with her friends and family.

1:45  Challenging Sexual Violence in Faculties of Education:Case Studies to
 Facilitate Restorative Justice

Clea Schmidt

Clea Schmidt is a Professor in the Department of Curriculum, Teaching and Learning (CTL) in the 
Faculty of Education at the University of Manitoba. Her teaching areas include language teaching 
foundations and methodology, leadership and teacher development in second language 
education, critical research methods, and adult and post-secondary education. Her research and 
scholarship addresses a range of equity issues in education including advocacy for LGBTQ 
educators in international teaching contexts; barriers to the inclusion of internationally educated 
teachers in Canadian school systems; educator and student-centred program evaluation; and 
policies and programs to support culturally and linguistically diverse learners and families. 



She serves as a Grievance Officer for the University of Manitoba Faculty Association (UMFA) and 
co-chairs the Joint Committee on Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI). Her experiences 
and emerging research interest in the area of gender-based violence led to the establishment of 
the Preventing and Addressing Violence in Education (PAVE) working group.

1:45  The Role of (Self-)Forgiveness in Restorative Justice: 
 Linking Restorative Justice to Desistance

Tamera Jenkins

My name is Tamera Jenkins and I am a 2009 Park University Alumni with a B.A. in Criminal 
Justice/Corrections. I have a M.A in Criminology from Simon Fraser University in British 
Columbia, Canada and a PhD in Criminology and Criminal Justice from Griffith University in 
Brisbane, Australia. I am interested in Restorative Justice processes and have completed 
Peacemaking Circle Training and Interpersonal Conflict Resolution and Mediation Training. I 
enjoy playing the piano and my husband and I can often be found digging for rocks and minerals
—a favorite hobby! Prior to coming to Park University, I was a Probation and Parole Officer for 
the Missouri Department of Corrections.

1:45 Promoting Social Change Through Restorative Practices

Beth Stupple

Beth Stupple (she/her) is a descendant of settlers with English, Scottish and Irish ancestry. She is 
a multidisciplinary artist, auntie, group facilitator, neurodivergent collaborator and RJ 
practitioner. She got into RJ at a community level over a decade ago, formally training since2017, 
exploring the healing potential of transformative justice processes. Beth is engaged in anti-
oppression learnings works at deconstructing whiteness internally and externally. She has had 
the privilege and honour of learning about decolonization and cultural protocols with Ancestral 
Pride, Deb and Tousilum George, James Johnson, Marilyn James and many others. She co-
founded Koksilah Music Festival. Currently, she lives on Snuneymuxw territories where she is 
managing a restorative justice program at Connective Nanaimo.

Juanita Tait

Juanita Tait is a restorative justice case manager with Connective Nanaimo. A sociologist with 
employment, training, and administration skills. Juanita's Nisga'a name is Anhluut'ukwsim Gibuu. 
She originally comes from the Nisga'a Nation (laxgibuu tribe, wolf), house of Wii Naa Buxw, 
Laxgalt'sap (Greenville BC). Juanita’s long-term goal is to continue working alongside 
organisations and communities to create awareness and opportunities for First Nations and the 
marginalised population in employment and the criminal justice system by implementing aspects 
of restorative justice with specialisations and focus on a reduction in recidivism, stigmatisation, 
and systematic barriers through a multi-barrier approach to justice, education and training. 



She is passionate about research, community development, and has a strong desire to support 
youth, women, and elders in need. Her motivation for today is mainly on prevention and 
lowering the risks of recidivism among youth involved in crime through education and training.

Grace Dembaremba

Grace Dembaremba is a Restorative Justice case manager at Connective Society in Nanaimo. 
She is a landed immigrant from Zimbabwe who came to Canada in 2015 to pursue her studies 
at Vancouver Island University. She graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Biology and 
Psychology and a certificate in Mental Health and Addictions. Grace loved how diversified the 
Canadian community was when she came and grew a passion in multiculturalism and social 
diversity in the justice system. Grace has worked with people with substance abuse issues, 
mental health disorders, women in violence and children in care homes in her seven years of 
experience in social services. Her goal is to advocate for mental health in the court systems.

1:45 When Does Adoption Become Co-option?
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